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Episode 4: Rethinking infrastructure delivery: Financing needs bankability with Gabriela Engler, 

Deputy Secretary of Partnerships, State of São Paulo, Brazil 

Transcript: 

Michael:  0:00  

You're listening to Season Two of Innovating Infrastructure - the Global Infrastructure Hub's podcast that explores 

improvements to the way we deliver infrastructure. I'm Michael Twycross from the Global Infrastructure Hub. And I'm 

your host as we delve into examples of how infrastructure delivery has been improved around the world. 

This six-part season includes one-on-one interviews with infrastructure leaders, drawing on insights from our Improving 

Delivery Models Initiative, which aims to help industry address common challenges faced in infrastructure delivery. The 

initiative includes a framework, case studies, an overview of different contractual models, and a library of key reference 

documents. 

To find out more about the case studies, resources and topics discussed, visit the Improving Delivery Models Initiative, at 

gihub.org. 

Today to talk about the theme of finance when it comes to improving infrastructure delivery, I'm excited to welcome 

Gabriela Engler from the São Paulo government in Brazil to the podcast. Gabriela is the Deputy Secretary of Partnerships 

of the State of São Paulo, and is instrumental in the state's pipeline of Public-Private Partnerships, or PPP projects. 

This discussion explores how São Paulo is utilising the PPP model to deliver infrastructure, and the improvements made to 

make recent projects bankable. For all resources mentioned in this episode, visit the show notes at gihub.org. Now, let's 

get into the discussion. Enjoy. 

Hello, and welcome to the Innovating Infrastructure Podcast. I'm Michael Twycross from the Global Infrastructure Hub. 

And we're here today to discuss the theme of finance within the context of Improving Delivery Models Initiative. Here to 

explore the finance theme with me is our guest, Gabriela Engler, welcome. 

Gabriela:  1:40  

Thank you. Thank you for having me, Michael. 

Michael:  1:43  

So, Gabriela, who are you? 
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Gabriela:  1:46  

I'm the Deputy Secretary of Partnerships of the state of São Paulo in Brazil, our unit here is responsible for the structuring 

and modelling of all the infrastructure projects in the state. 

Michael:  2:00  

Great. And within this context, what do you think is the most important improvement made to infrastructure delivery in 

recent years? 

Gabriela:  2:09  

Well, I would say that in Brazil, that would be risk allocation. 10 years ago, Brazil was auctioning projects with very 

unbalanced risk distribution, especially in the context of the federal government, mainly allocating all the risks to the 

private sector. And now we are experiencing the results of these mistakes. Many of those federal projects are being 

returned back from the private sector to the public authority, mainly due to lack of feasibility. But we are also learning 

from this experience. And now projects in Brazil in general, are being structured with much more balanced risk allocation, 

mechanisms to increase bankability and general attractiveness of the project. 

Michael:  3:05  

Great, I guess today's theme of finance is very much intertwined with that risk allocation. And we'll touch on several of 

those things as we talk through today. So, I guess for a bit of context, before we dive into those elements, can you briefly 

explain to listeners the infrastructure environment in Brazil, and I guess, São Paulo, just with respect to the work that 

your department does, but also how the sector's kind of evolved over recent years. 

Gabriela:  3:30  

The state of São Paulo has about 45 million people, and 2.3 trillion reais GDP, which is a little over 30% of Brazil's GDP. 

And the state privatisation program began in 1998. So, since then, we've had the largest state privatisation program. We 

have already 50 signed projects in a range of sectors with much prevailing in transportation and mobility. We have a very 

strong road concession program, those 50 contract projects, they accrue today about 113 billion reais in private 

investments, which is pretty significant for the state. 

And we've been awarded several prizes. Looking forward, we have 15 projects in our pipeline, which amounts to about 25 

billion reais in private investments. And we've been trying to increase the diversity in our portfolio. So, we also have been 

looking into less traditional infrastructures, very important for the moment such as concession of parks. So, we're very 

attuned into the ESG mandate, and we're trying to provide a better destination for public assets through PPPs as well. 

We have had a lot of efforts to structure user-paid projects instead of government-paid projects. Because in Brazil, there 

is a perception that government-paid is much riskier due to a technicality. But essentially, it's a legal prevalence of the 

contractual debt. being different from the Treasury debt, the contractual debt from the public authority does not have 

the same legal prevalence as the Treasury debt. 
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So, therefore, we try to focus our program in user-paid projects. Because essentially, if we're going to structure a 

government-paid project, the public authority needs to provide collateral with high liquidity to reassure investors. So, 

essentially, this dynamic requires resources twofold, one, to pay the concessionaire and the other to provide collateral. 

So, it's quite inefficient. And that's the main reason why we are essentially looking into user-paid projects in our program. 

Michael:  6:06  

The Brazilian market is very interesting. And I guess it is quite a dynamic market compared to say where I sit in Australia, 

there's only been a handful of PPPs in the past few years. But there's obviously a lot more work happening in São Paulo, 

which is twice the size of Australia in terms of population. 

To jump back into the risk allocation or risk management elements globally. PPPs, Public-Private Partnerships have been a 

hot topic in recent years. With that risk allocation question being central to that discussion, I'm hoping you could explore 

that approach to risk allocation you mentioned at the start, how São Paulo is managing these risks to deliver better 

financial outcomes for government and industry. 

Gabriela:  6:48  

Right. So, I think that difficulties from the past really pushed Brazil to a more realistic approach to risk allocation, meaning 

that we now broadly understand, by we, I mean, Brazil in general, we broadly understand that the private sector should 

not burden risks that it does not control. So, it certainly sounds obvious for basic theory. But this statement poses a lot of 

dilemmas to the public sector. Because as we move towards a more balanced risk allocation in those projects, we also 

increase long-term fiscal risk to the public sector. 

I think that from a historical perspective, we can definitely say that many risks have been reassigned lately. I'll focus here 

on demand risk, just to provide a few examples. So, when we look at the road concession program, ever since São Paulo 

launched its program back in the late 90s. All the assets awarded were allocating to the private party a 100% of the 

demand risk. During the pandemic crisis of COVID we were structuring three road projects, and we realised that we would 

have to rethink that kind of allocation. 

So, for one of the projects, which was the state coastline concession, we developed a new approach to demand risk. We 

agreed that the private party would burden only up to 12% variation of demand risks from the baseline curve of our 

studies. And any variations up or down from this 12% would be anything that exceeded this limit would be supported by 

the public authority. And then we had developed some liquidity mechanisms to allow for this additional support in case 

demand exceeded those variations. 

Unfortunately, this project is currently suspended, but it gave us big inspiration to deepen our reflection on demand risk, 

and trying to develop even better approaches to demand risk. And something quite similar has also happened in the rail 

sector. So, São Paulo has been auctioning rail projects since 2006. And we already have five lines, actually seven if you 

consider the auction that happened last year, but we have five subway lines that are under private operation and two 

Metropolitan train lines under private operation. 

And we have had a different approach to demand risk. When we were structuring a project of lines eight and nine of the 

Metropolitan train here in Sao Paulo, we realise that the mechanism that we had before would be insufficient to face all 
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the uncertainties arising from COVID and from that we developed a special demand protection for the first year of 

contract operation by which the public authority guarantees 95% of the baseline demand. 

And then after this period in which we thought would be the most critical period, considering the effects of the pandemic 

in the sector, then after this period, the traditional demand protection would be adopted by the project. This is really 

important specifically for the bankability of the project. So, essentially, that's how we've been seeing the development 

and evolution of risk allocation by acknowledging that private parties cannot burden as much risk as they have historically 

here in Brazil. 

And that we really need a new approach to that. And we are trying really hard to build on that. And I think we are getting 

really good results if you look at how competitive our auctions have been on those projects. 

Michael:  11:02  

Yes, they're really interesting examples. And I think for listeners, we do have the Metro line eight and nine as a case study 

within the Improving Delivery Models initiative, and even the state coastline lot as well we have in a separate initiative, 

which we've called the Innovative Funding and Financing Tool. 

One of the other areas, Gabriela, that was interesting about the São Paulo lines eight and nine project was just around 

the reference guidelines used, I was wondering if you could touch on that, on just how you've approached that type of, I 

guess, risk for the private sector in terms of these long-term contracts and knowing or wanting to do upgrades in the 

future, but not knowing exactly what at the time of contract signing. 

Gabriela:  11:42  

Right. So, the idea behind the reference guidelines is to provide as much flexibility as possible to investors in performing 

the contracts without disregard of service level agreement that's established by the public authority. That means we 

acknowledge that the private sector can be much more creative, innovative than the public sector. And this can bring new 

ideas and new technologies to pursue the same goals that the public authority is seeking. 

And it also aims to provide the private party the ability to explore the asset from a revenue perspective as it better suits, 

again, without disregarding the KPIs and all the investment obligations that are mandatory in the project. And it's quite 

challenging to develop those reference guidelines, because it's a really fine line between what should be mandatory and 

what can be referential. And we're also having to constantly think about how things would be in 10, 20, 30 years' time. 

We still again need to protect the goals originally thought by the project. But leaving these as much as we can, leaving 

flexibility to the market, to private investors to bring in new solutions, better solutions, more efficient alternatives to fulfil 

the project's goal. 

Michael:  13:13  

That is one of the benefits or potential benefits of long-term contracts such as PPPs, in that we can really bring in private 

sector innovation or building the ability to evolve the projects over time. And we do have a tool called the Output 

Specifications for Quality Infrastructure Investment, which really talks to similar themes around the reference guidelines 

used in the São Paulo metro lines. One thing I wanted to circle back on, just with respect to the demand risk sharing 
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mechanism used on that Metro lines eight and nine project was, what's the difference in approach compared to the state 

coastline lot versus the metro line? 

Gabriela:  13:49  

So I think one of the basic premises here is that we find that roads were less affected by COVID than rail, statistically 

speaking, it seems to have less impact. And also there was some compensation. For instance, he had more trucks, more 

logistic flow. So, I think the general impact in roads was less significant than in rail. Rail, we had a drop of 50, 60, 70 in the 

lockdown moments, 80-90% of users left the asset, right? Maybe just not worse than in airports, I think airports were the 

most affected. 

And that's the premise that justifies a higher protection for demand in the project of lines eight and nine. And also 

explains why we had a short-term higher protection because we thought that in the long run, that demand tends to 

increase again, and we're actually seeing that happening. So, I think it was a correct premise that we adopted, but that's 

essentially why in lines eight and nine, we had a 95% guarantee in the first year of operation. 

And just to clarify one thing here, the concessionaire, before it starts full operation, has a transition period of 210 days. 

So, during this time, it's not accruing revenues. So, the operation itself starts after the transition period is over. So, we 

thought, looking from a timeline perspective that by the time, the end of the first year, by the time the first year is 

finished, then probably we would be looking at recovery in demand for this kind of project, which is something that 

corresponds to reality. 

We are not still seeing pre-COVID demand, but we are seeing some significant increase. And then, as you mentioned, 

after the first year, there's still protection mechanisms, but it's a shared risk allocation. So, up to a specific decrease, or 

increase in demand, the private party burdens that difference. And then when you open wide that difference, then you 

start sharing between public authority and private party in order to diminish the impact of lower demand to the 

concessionaire. 

Michael:  16:13  

Certain things that would be interesting to understand is the impact of these risk management mechanisms implemented 

into the contract. So, just in terms of the number of bidders that have turned up to projects like the Metro's line eight and 

nine, given these elements within the contract versus, I guess, other rail projects that have happened in the past. 

Gabriela:  16:34  

So, I think it definitely had an impact, all the structure that's been developed in terms of risk allocation, specifically 

demand, but we have also used better risk allocation in other fronts as well. And I think it did have a very important result 

in terms of a competition in the auction. 

So, historically, the rail sector has had really shy competition in the state of São Paulo, mainly because we don't have 

many operators here and in general rail are very challenging projects. And for lines eight and nine, we actually had four 

different bidders, including international investors. And the outcome was a very competitive upfront fee, which is the 

criteria that we used during this auction. And we were very pleased and we are quite assured that the number of 
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competitors and the amounts of fees that were offered in the auction is a direct connection as to how we have developed 

risk allocation in this specific project. 

Michael:  16:53  

That's great to hear. And I guess another contextual piece, particularly sitting in Australia, we don't use an auction process 

with respect to Public-Private Partnerships. But I guess Gabriela, correct me if I'm wrong, but the auction process is 

essentially like if you're going to buy a house in the sense that the parties turn up on a specific day and do bid that 

upfront fee with respect to the proposed contractual documents laid out and then a preferred bidder selected on the day. 

And then you work out the minute details from that point forward. Is that correct? 

Gabriela:  18:08  

Right. That's correct. We usually only allow bidders that attend a certain technical qualification. So, they need to prove 

that they have specific background for that project. But the dispute itself, it's an auction based on the highest upfront fee 

paid by the interested party. 

Michael:  18:29  

Great. What's the lesson that you've learned from your experiences in your time with this particular project, or broadly 

within the PPP unit? 

Gabriela:  18:37  

I think that we've learned that it's really important to focus on appropriate risk allocation, and balanced contracts in 

general. So, just bringing a different example, we are very invested in creating a balanced environment between... A 

contractual environment between the private party and the public authority. So, we try to bring into our contracts, 

independent verifiers, and auditors that can give a technical assessment of any disputes arising from the contract so that 

the public authority is not always on the, let's say with the upper hand and deciding what happened and if it's right or 

wrong, leaving the concessionaire in a more difficult situation when it has some conflict involving a technical issue or 

some rebalance of the contract. 

So again, it sounds very simple, but I think that one of the biggest lessons we've learned is that we really need to put a lot 

of effort in developing a balanced contract not only in the risk collocation front, but in the general ruling, which are the 

parties' rights and duties so we have an environment that can be attractive specially to foreign investors. which is not yet 

a reality, we have international participation in the energy sector mainly. 

But when you look into this more hard infrastructure such as roads and rail, then the cases are more specific. And one 

other thing that I would like to comment on that, is that we also dedicate a lot of time to market soundings and to 

exchanging knowledge and experience with interest parties in the project and trying to truly listen to the market, trying to 

listen to the challenges that the investors are facing, and bringing that into our projects. And that's how, for instance, we 

developed the exchange rate protection mechanisms and other things that really came from those conversations and the 

reflection of how we really need to listen to the market in order to have attractive projects. 
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Michael:  20:54  

Yeah, the market sounding elements are really key one. I've definitely seen that globally. It's another one of those findings 

in the Improving Delivery Models Initiative work where it isn't actually used that frequently around the world. I think, 

again, where I sit in Australia, it seems to be on a lot of the major projects, that's commonplace. But I think sometimes in 

these type of markets, we take that system for granted, because it does take a lot of expertise and capability to be able to 

deliver those and get the right value out of those processes. So it's fantastic that's happening. 

I should also mention the Global Infrastructure Hub has conducted a country engagement program within the Brazil 

market and the federal government there. And one of the elements we did look at was around that ethics or foreign 

exchange risk elements, given the challenges that markets like Brazil do have in that respect. So, it is a really, really 

challenging area, really interesting area and really fingers crossed it develops well in the future, because there's definitely 

a lot of projects happening in that market. 

Just a few questions to round out today's discussion. I think I know, given what I've just said, I think I know where we're 

going to go with this one. But what do you think is the biggest challenge to finance in the infrastructure sector? 

Gabriela:  22:06  

To answer this question, I'd like to give a brief historical perspective on that topic here in Brazil. So, before historically, 

infrastructure in Brazil was mainly financed by public banks who didn't have a capital market for debt, especially because 

public banks would provide for heavily subsidised financing for this project. So, it was really hard for capital market to be 

competitive. 

So, we had a very closed and even artificial financing market for infrastructure in Brazil. More recently, public banks are 

withdrawing from this role, still financing heavily infrastructure, but you can see a clear trend in withdraw of this role. 

And as a consequence, I think we've seen capital market for infrastructure start developing specially with incentivized 

bonds, which are essentially tax exempt bonds for individual bond-holders. 

There's a lot of discussion going on as to how we can increase these incentives for companies and institutional investors. 

But currently, these exemptions are specifically for individual bondholders. And just to give you an idea, in 2021, there 

were over 47 billion reais invested in incentivized bonds, mainly in energy and transportation sectors. 

So, you see that even though capital market for infrastructure is developing, Brazil is still heavily concentrated in more 

traditional sectors, it's still uncommon to see this kind of capital market focused on projects through like social projects, 

like schools or hospitals. And I think that looking forward, we need first to broaden capital market investments for other 

sectors, we're seeing some increase of those incentivized bonds, for example, for water and sanitation, which is having a 

big moment here in Brazil now. 

And we also need to bring in international players and investors to our game. So, I think those are the two main 

challenges, broadening capital markets and bringing in international investors to our projects. 

Michael:  24:29  
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Yeah. They are major challenges for not just Brazil, but many markets around the world. And in that context, what is an 

improvement to infrastructure delivery that you would like to see in the next five years? 

Gabriela:  24:40  

To put it in one improvement that I think is very necessary, but we're still far away, I think shy of that would be to have 

true project finance non-recourse here in Brazil. So, that's something that's very rare. It has happened once or twice, but 

the norm is still that project finance has a lot of collaterals involving guarantees from the sponsors. 

Because we don't have true project finding fear, we don't have true alignment of interest in the sense that investors are 

actually looking into the projects with an eye that the revenue is what's going to pay for the funding. So, we really need to 

have projects that work not only during structure and modelling, but they're actually overseen by banks and investors in 

general during the project execution. 

And then the situation has some other consequences. So, for instance, here in Brazil, we still have a complicated 

relationship between the concession agreement and long-term financing. So, generally, when there's a traditional funding 

for the project, once the concession agreement is signed, it still takes about maybe a year to have the long-term financing 

executed for the project, and you have some bridge loan financing the project in between. 

And that's not only costly, but it brings a lot of financing risk to the project, because we have had many cases in which the 

sponsors were not able to get the long-term financing. And so the project in the end could not be executed due to lack of 

financing. So, I think we need to think about how we can have long-term financing being structured at the same time, and 

that both financing and concession agreement being signed together. I know this is something quite obvious in many 

places in the world. But for us here in Brazil, it's not a reality. 

I think that capital market has a very important role in closing this time gap because usually, we have had some projects 

that have been fully funded by capital market. And in those cases, most of those cases the bridge loan is unnecessary. So, 

it's a way to close this time gap between short-term and long-term financing. But to sum up here, I think that having long-

term financing assured by the time the concession agreement is signed is really important. It provides more safety to both 

the public sector and investors that there is available money to perform the project. 

Michael:  27:25  

Fantastic. That is a major improvement, I guess many countries would like to see and the current situation in the world 

and the financial markets are really an uncertainty that hopefully we're all able to manage in the infrastructure space and 

I guess in the broader financial and economic space. Gabriela, thank you so much for joining us today and giving your 

insights into the work that you're doing in São Paulo. 

Gabriela:  27:48  

Thank you so much for having me, Michael. 

Michael:  27:52  
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Thanks for joining me today. I'm Michael Twycross from the Global Infrastructure Hub. And you've been listening to 

Innovating Infrastructure 


